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BSNLCCWF/Wages/2019

Dated: 16.04.2019

To
Sri P.C. Bhatt
General Manager (BFCI)
BSNL, Sanchar Bhawan
New Delhi
Sub. : Allotment of Fund for the wages of Contract Labourers & Security Guards – regarding.
Sir,
Please recall our discussion on 8th Aprriil, 2019 where in your kind attention was drawn to the fact that the wage of the
Contract Labourers and the Security Guards is due for 4 to 6 months in different circles. You have informed us that a
good amount has been sanctioned for the purpose. But the fact remains that amount which was sanctioned is a
meagre amount in respect to the actual amount required for the wage of these workers. For example Calcutta
Telephone district requisitioned Rs 550
0 crore sanctioned amount Rs 12 crore only, Kerala requisitioned Rs 43 crore
sanctioned amount Rs 13 crore only. The Karnataka circle have got only 25% against the requisite amount was 40
crore. For Tamil Nadu circle, the latest requirement of the fund is about 15 crores to meet up the 3 month pending
wages. In West Bengal Circle, the wages of the Security Guards could be made only for one month where their wage is
due for 4 to 6 months. The amount is so little for some circle like Assam, Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana, NE-I, NE-I that
workers have got only one month salary whereas the payment is due 4 months. The situation is in worst condition in
UP (East) circle where the workers are yet to get the wages since 6 months or more. Even in some states the
contractors have cleared dues in r/o EPF & ESI etc. As a result the contractual labourers did not get their wage. Some
contractors have terminated the contract unilaterally and vacated the site, due to nno
on -payment of their dues for a
long period.
On view of the above, the Housekeeping and Maintenance work is getting very much hampered. In many places the
work has totally been stopped. The field level officers are not taking any interest to restore the normalcy. How could
these workers get motivated to the work if their wage for only one month is paid innsstead of 4 or 6 months? If such
situation prevails within the department then it is easily been understood the situation faced by our valued
subscribers.
In this circumstance, I, on behalf of BSNL Casual & Contract Workers Federation, like to request you once again to allot
a reasonable amount so that the wage of the Contract Labourers and Security Guards could be made and at the same
time normalcy in BSNL service could be restored.
Hope, you will surely do the needful for the uninterrupted BSNL service.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,

(Animesh Mitra)
Secretary General

